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BACKGROUND 
The 51

st
 State sets forth the challenge to imagine what an electric system would look like unconstrained 

from any existing tethers. It provides a platform to discuss and describe the structures, features, and capabilities of 

a hypothetical system. This paper is meant to serve as a connection between this envisioned future state and the 

currently existing grid set-up. It presents possible paths that could be taken on the transformation journey. This is 

meant to bring about a conversation on what real and practical actions can be taken in the real world. 

INTRODUCTION 
The impetus for an energy grid re-design comes from two forces. The first is the newly added clean power 

objective. The second is the development of the technology required for the re-design to happen. One of these 

reasons alone would not be enough to spur such a complete re-engineering of such a well-functioning system. 

Combined, they provide reason and capability to re-design the electric grid. 

The goal of clean power was made clear when 195 nations set the goal of limiting worldwide temperature 

increase to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels (UN, 2015). Given that a third of greenhouse emissions in 

the U.S. come from the electricity sector (EPA, 2013), the electric grid will be called upon to make a significant 

contribution to greenhouse gas reductions. On this premise, clean power is quickly becoming an additional 6
th

 goal 

for electric utilities in addition to the ones already expounded upon by Bonbright (Bonbright, 1961, pp. 48-62).  

 

 

 

Advances in technology have made aspirations for different parts of the grid attainable. It is now possible 

to generate electricity at significantly reduced emissions levels, vast amounts of information can be shared 

between different grid entities, and new devices exist to measure and regulate the different components of 

distribution. All of these technologies are becoming cheap, reliable, and secure enough to be implemented. These 

advances both allow for and necessitate a newly designed energy system. This is due to certain fundamental 

characteristics of being communicative, small, and distributed. These technologies require a re-thinking of the 

entire electricity distribution system. 

To achieve this new state, incremental steps must happen across all the areas of the system. Breaking the 

electric grid system down into the six areas of Utility Business Design, Retail Markets, Wholesale Markets, Asset 

Ratemaking Goals 
1. Capital Attraction 

2. Reasonable Energy Pricing 

3. Incentive to be Efficient 

4. Demand Control 

5. Income Transfer 

6. Clean Energy 
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Deployment, Rates & Regulation, and IT allows us to more carefully examine the steps needed in each one. We 

start at the current state and progress across the steps by level of ease and chronologically. It is important to 

remember that the steps are still extremely interdependent, and some things will need to happen simultaneously 

with one another. On the road to the future state, important decisions will need to be made on which direction the 

grid should take. For example, will utilities become disaggregated or maintain their monopoly structure? The end 

result is a system that has increased resiliency, more control, less burden, and more independence for its users.  

 

CURRENT STATE 
It is important to understand where things are at currently for the hypothetical electric system under 

examination. Although the electric industry is in many different states across America, a conservatively neutral 

utility set-up is assumed as the current state in this exercise. This allows for the implementation of a more ideal 

future state which hasn’t already been burdened by a previous commitment. The utility being looked at is 

vertically integrated from generation through transmission and distribution all the way to the retail interface with 

consumers. Its rates are determined by a Public Utility Commission using a Costs Plus Return on Capital model. 

Consumers are passive in that they are price takers and have limited control over the electricity they use. The 

number of smart meters is negligible. No policies are set in place for distributed generation hook-up to grid. 

Financial investments could be best described as timid facing many obstacles and risks. Regulation is seen to be at 

a precipice with many forthcoming rules, but much uncertainty as to what they will look like. Much technology is 

available, but few are implemented. This described current state purposefully mimics America’s actual condition in 

many ways. An approximate average is taken where needed, and at times, differing existing states are recognized. 

The current state is a capable, but imperfect system. 

 

FUTURE STATE 
The future state system has achieved the incorporation of clean power generation while maintaining the 

other Bonbright goals. The compensation structure has been re-tooled to better align with its stated goals. The 

utility is  transformed into an integrator of services. These services are carried out by 3
rd

 party companies, thus 

reducing the utility’s size. Many of these services are offered in a competitive market. Benefits of this include 

decreased monopoly effects, decreased investment risks, more flexibility, and more robustness. The boon of 

technology is realized with increased implementation and increased use of smart meters, information sharing 

systems, and renewable generation. Customers are given the power to determine how they make use of the 

energy grid. Financial investments flow freer due to increased availability of money and reduced risk. Policies not 

only actively promote clean energy goals, but also clearly align with other goals. The system is defined by its 

flexibility to different ways of doing things, empowerment of the people, robustness, and autonomy. 
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UTILITY BUSINESS MODEL 
 The utility is at the core of the electric grid; as such, its transformation will be a fundamental part of the 

transition. The original vertically integrated monopolistic design for the utility as a stagnant power producer arose 

from an electric system that required one operator due to physical assumptions for the physical grid. These 

assumptions have been altered by advancing technology. Our mindset of a utility’s role needs to change, as well. 

This starts with changing how the utility relates to the consumer. This means developing communication, aligning 

goals, and balancing power. It needs to transform into a more active and nimble aggregator of power services. The 

utility will align itself to work congruently with the separate entities with which it interacts. 

NEW CONSUMER RELATIONSHIP 

The easy, first step is taking on a more active role in its relationships with its consumers. Most utilities 

have made the first, simple step of providing the consumer with more relevant information on their bills. Many 

utilities have also added information technology to this idea and incorporated internet portals and apps where 

consumers can manage their account and retrieve information. Creating an informed consumer will increase 

awareness for the grid and its needed changes. However, utilities need to go beyond information sharing. 

Unintuitively, energy efficiency programs are prime candidates for utilities to connect to consumers, diversify their 

revenue streams, and drive down their capital outlays. These programs have been shown to not only have a 

substantial benefit to those taking part, but also provide five times as much the energy savings in price reductions 

to those not participating (Newell & Felder, 2007, p. 32). This is a huge opportunity that is not to be missed. 

Utilities are the top candidate for running energy efficiency programs. They are close to the customer, have lots of 
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energy-use data, and are adept at running large programs. The issue often brought up is that saving energy goes 

against the utility’s core business model of selling more energy; thus, creating an apparent conflict of interest. This 

can be reconciled if monetary benefits are allowed to accrue to the utility. Duke Energy has tried to do this with 

their program which lets them earn a return on 90% of the costs avoided. This comes from the fact that energy 

efficiency programs cost 10% less than building a power plant for the same amount of energy (Duke Energy, 2007). 

Models such as this still have hurdles of design, regulatory approval, and investment, but they can easily be 

achieved within the current framework. This will expose the needs of the grid and align incentives, both creating a 

lucrative new source of return for utilities and reducing energy use. 

DECOUPLING SERVICES 

The harder change to make is one where the utility becomes an aggregator of different services. It sheds 

the heavy work of providing these services to one who is the ultimate gatekeeper in providing the services. This is 

currently happening with deregulation and the opening up of wholesale energy markets. Society will need to 

determine whether the utility continues along the disaggregation path or reverts to its monopoly structure. Some 

say that the utility still needs to maintain its monopoly status in certain areas such as distribution. Yet, even 

aspects of these services can be farmed out to subcontractors in a competitive model. The end state is one where 

the utility is an integrator of services. 

A different way to think about this issue is to go beyond the physical grid and see the utility as performing 

services needed to provide electricity. These services are separate, loosely connected, and distributable. No longer 

does one utility need to control the whole of providing electricity. This is already happening in many systems with 

deregulation and the opening energy generation to competitive markets. This can be expanded by applying the 

same principal of deregulation to other parts of the grid. Services such as ancillary services, power quality 

regulation, operations & maintenance, technology systems, and even new investments can all be taken on by 

separate companies. These may be new companies or spin-off companies from the utility divesting. This new 

paradigm has many benefits. Companies are able to specialize and apply their expertise in economies of scale 

across different utility areas. For example, an information technology company can maintain Supervisory Controls 

for multiple regions. Separate companies will be forced to compete on price and quality. The biggest benefit is that 

a disaggregated grid can better incorporate clean technologies into the electric grid. A distributed service model 

will be flexible enough to allow for distributed generation. Consumers will have more independence and control 

with less monopoly power. The utility will become the integrator of a disaggregated services network. 

 

RETAIL MARKET DESIGN 
The retail market design will be the most visible mechanism to be changed on the quest to the future 

state. This starts with new demand response tools which allow reactive consumers to control their energy use in 

response to signals. The current retail structure is simplistic with the consumer obligated to take one price. As 

disaggregation continues, multiple prices will emerge where users pay for what they use. A signpost emerges here 

where it needs to be decided whether to allow for multiple retail products consisting of their own prices, or 

whether to revert to a single price. This sets up a more flexible structure that can then allow for distributed 

generation. This results in sustainable, flexible, and fair grid. The end state is one where the customer is in control. 

DEMAND RESPONSE 
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 Giving the consumer the power to respond to price signals goes hand in hand with providing prices in the 

first place. If the consumer is unable to take action on what information he/she is receiving, there is no point in 

having this information. The first option already available in many areas is retail choice. The consumer is able to 

choose their rate structure by choosing who acquires the electricity for them in the wholesale market. Retail 

choice lets the user respond to retailer about what the most appropriate rate structure is for them. The second 

step is giving the consumer more control over energy consumption with the use of a smart meter. Smart meters 

have already reached 43% of the country as of September 2014 (IE Report, 2014).  Even one-way communication 

smart meters can provide a more accurate picture of energy use for the user to act on. The real value comes with 

two-way communication devices as part of an Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI). This incorporates the 

utility’s information to make decisions on controlling individual home appliances. The ultimate goal for the 

consumer is to passively control how they optimally use electricity. This requires programmable software that 

controls when certain appliances run, how electric cars charge, and how air conditioning cycles. The secondary 

benefit is to the utility with shaving peak demand thus avoiding capital costs. Demand response keeps the power 

of control with the consumer while making the grid more efficient. 

RESTRUCTURED RATES 

Restructuring rates will allow customers to buy a spread of services based on what they use. It is already 

happening that some retailers are charging time-of-use rates based on the hourly price of electricity. This sends 

clear price signals that reflect the cost difference of producing electricity at different times of the day. Breaking 

apart ancillary services can better allocate the costs associated with voltage regulation, volt-ampere reactive 

management, and spinning and operating reserves. For example, consumers will pay for the voltage regulation 

they are imposing on the grid in the form of changing power demand. Only then can the consumer change 

behavior through smart devices to decrease their burden. Many of these ancillary services can all be priced with a 

power spectral density measure of variance. Power spectral density measures the distribution of power over a 

range of frequencies (Lueken, Cohen, & Apt, 2012). Forward prices would be very beneficial to have in retail 

markets for the same reasons they are used in the wholesale markets with Day Ahead pricing. It would assist both 

consumers and generators in planning their electricity needs and supply capabilities, respectively. Each service 

would need its own unit of measure to base the price off. The more difficult barrier would be to demonstrate the 

economic benefit in order to overcome the implementation barrier.  

The most important price breakaway is implementing 

grid access fees to solve the net metering problem. This would 

be the price charged for being hooked up to the grid and having 

available all the benefits it offers. It is designed to cover the costs 

of the grid which exist no matter what volume of electricity is 

used. This fixed cost will increasingly make sense for a few 

reasons. It takes care of the net metering issue where distributed 

generators don’t pay for their share of the capital cost and 

maintenance of the grid. It breaks the incentive for utilities to 

increase the volume of electricity they are putting out to 

increase sales. Lastly, it more closely aligns with the cost 

structure of new renewable generation which has high upfront 

fixed costs and low variable costs. Even if this infrastructure is only used during peak hours, it is still fair that 

distributed generation contribute to paying for it. This includes grid transmission systems which, as Peter Fox-

Penner explains, are based on the value over 40 years, not 1 hour (Fox-Penner, 2010, p. 54). Costs of the system 

can still be proportionalized based on the user’s size. Residential houses shouldn’t have to pay the same fixed cost 

Grid Access Fees 

1. Allows for incorporations of 

distributed generation. 

 

2. Breaks incentive for utilities to 

increase electricity volume output. 

 

3. Aligns with cost structure of 

renewable generation. 
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as factories. Grid access fees will create a more sustainable rate model which better reflects how the grid is built 

and used. 

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION 

Implementing distributed generation requires big changes to the retail market structure. The principal 

change is assessing grid access fees which better allocate the costs of the grid. This requires a huge shift in thinking 

for which societal buy-in and understanding will be paramount. Other alterations include mandates on power 

quality to ensure grid stability. Regulating the quality of electricity at the grid entry point makes it easier for 

controllers to maintain the whole system.  Also making it easier for grid operators are forecast planning 

considerations. This includes proper outlooks on the types and number of distributed generation systems that will 

be incorporated into the grid. This could be partly accomplished through forward prices, but certainly through 

planning regulations that require submissions of proposals. As the number of distributed generation systems 

exponentially increases, the utility will need to have a standardized and cost effective way of on-boarding these 

systems. These efficient onboarding processes will keep costs down for the utility and ensure a fair and 

accommodating experience. These changes don’t dictate that the grid move to a distributed generation system, 

they simply allow it the freedom.  

 

WHOLESALE MARKET DESIGN 
Reorganizing the wholesale market is important for providing enough incentives for outlined goals. 

Included within wholesale markets is large-scale demand resource planning. Adapting planning capabilities will 

make for a more efficient, flexible, and robust grid. The second part of aligning incentives is to create a wider range 

of markets that can use competitive market forces to drive towards stated goals. This breaking apart of services 

aligns with the concurrent changes needing to happen in utility business design and retail markets.  

ADAPT PLANNING CAPABILITIES 

Adapting the process of planning the electric grid will allow for better clarity and better plans. Currently, it 

is typically done with some sort of submission process where public utility commissions review integrated resource 

plans or RTO’s take in proposals from utilities for new capacity. There is no binding commitment for these 

proposals to be built. This brings uncertainty to the plan drawn up by the RTO. More certainty to these plans can 

be had by giving more power to the RTO for the plans that it provides. More certainty can also be brought about 

with certain future looking electricity trading. This is currently being done with Day Ahead electricity markets. It 

can be expanded with longer term forward pricing and bilateral contracts. At first, bilateral contracts seem to be in 

opposition to an open market framework. However, as long as the contracts are drawn up properly, they can still 

be subjected to competitive free market forces. Not only does this create better planning from the firm 

commitments, but it also reduces financial uncertainty for both parties in the deal. Another necessary 

improvement is to make Integrated Resource Planning more inclusive of factors such as demand-side 

management, environmental costs, and distributed generation. These considerations will make plans more 

accurate, and they will help auxiliary goals be met, such as carbon output aims. Giving more authority to planners, 

using forward looking financial products, and including secondary goals will be critical in designing the reformatted 

system envisioned. 

NEW WHOLESALE MARKETS 
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Development of new wholesale markets will provide a powerful force for accomplishing goals. Wholesale 

markets are the backbone of the electricity exchange with large amounts of energy at stake. A signpost arises 

where the future of the wholesale market needs to be determined. Will the markets be distributed or follow along 

a more centrally planned model. The biggest market framework that needs to be put into place is a carbon tax and 

with it a carbon credit market. Implementing this would be a monumental policy accomplishment for the United 

States. It is agreed by most experts as necessary for creating the proper incentives needed to curb carbon output. 

This will allow for proper assignment of these externalized costs, and let the market determine how to allocate 

those costs. The second key piece is creating new markets for ancillary services. The NREL explains the reasoning 

for this by demonstrating how increased variable renewable energy usage requires additional ancillary service 

markets including storage markets (Cochran, et al., 2013, p. 21). While certain markets already exist, new markets 

need to form for reserves, frequency response, system inertia, voltage control, co-optimization, and renewable 

resource provisions. These services can be offered on a formal exchange, or they can be contracted out to 

competing companies. In order to support these new markets, certain support services are necessary. Examples 

include exchanges and clearinghouses for supporting the trade of these products and services. Throughout the re-

shaping of wholesale markets, regulators will still have a large say due to the criticality of the grid. This is necessary 

in order to protect consumers with price and energy stability. Structuring wholesale markets correctly will let 

markets best decide how to accomplish the electric grid’s goals. 

 

ASSET DEPLOYMENT 
 I focus on asset deployment as a finance-centric activity. It centrally revolves around the funding of and 

economic analysis of projects. If the economic benefits can’t be justified, it won’t receive investment, and isn’t 

worth deploying. Spurring investment can be accomplished by reducing risk. In practicality, there are difficult 

issues related to reducing risk. Lower risk will lead to more appeal for investors which will give greater access to 

financial markets. This opening up of electricity related financial products to more markets will result in decreased 

funding costs. In addition, specific investors will be found for specific investments allowing for more niche projects. 

These are especially important for clean power investments. Society will need to determine the importance it 

places on clean power. The choice of whether to increase, maintain, or decrease clean power investment will be 

determined by many small decisions across the country. Ultimately, increased investing will drive the asset 

deployment needed for the grid of the future. 

REDUCE PROJECT RISK 

Risk management is the often overlooked denominator of smart investing. Reducing risk is certain to 

garner appeal to investors. An easy way of reducing risk would be to stabilize policy. Increased stability creates for 

more accurate predictions in financial models. Investors put a monetary premium on this certainty. Policy can go 

one step further by offering project performance insurance. This insurance ensures investors will still receive some 

compensation on particularly large, risky bets that go sour. This makes sense as it is all of society that is interested 

in the development risky bets offer, and it is society that will reap its benefits. Therefore, it is society that must 

partake in the risks of this investment. Decreasing and allocating risk can spur investment in beneficial projects. 

One particularly controversially issue is that of stranded assets. Stranded assets are those assets that are 

being replaced by newer technology, yet have not outlived their useful life. This means that the old asset’s 

investors are not properly being compensated for the full extent of the asset’s life. Typically, this is considered a 

sunk cost, and not a problem because the new investment’s benefits outweigh what the old asset would have 
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offered going forward. However, in this instance, there is a separation of investors where the old investor is not 

the same as the new investor and will therefore not receive the benefit. This new investor sees this and makes 

changes to their investment plan based on the fear that the same may happen to them, and that they too will not 

be properly compensated. Even when the two are the same, the typical considerations of a sunk cost do not apply 

because the benefits often go to a separate actor then the investor (i.e. the consumer). The answer to this lies in a 

split responsibility for stranded costs between the old and new investor. The old investor has some responsibility 

for the risk they took on. There should be some compensation from the new investor to the old investor for their 

undertaking that was carried out properly. This will also help provide a precedent that will reduce the perceived 

risk from the point of view of the new investor. (Lehr, 2013, p. 10). Investors of stranded assets should be 

compensated in some way to keep investment moving forward. 

The final reduction of risk can be had intrinsically from the disaggregation of the utility. By reducing the 

mammoth utility into constituent pieces, the large risk can now be spread across many companies. Smaller risk is 

more manageable and easier to control. Companies will be able to specialize in managing certain types of risk. 

Lower risk opens up projects to more investors by exposing the investment to those who are more risk averse. 

When an investment fails it will not be as devastating to the system (Foley, Varadarajan, & Caperton, 2013). 

Breaking apart the utility also breaks down the risks, thereby increasing investment. 

ACCESS TO FINANCIAL MARKETS 

Increasing access to financial markets will create a powerful force for changing the grid. The easing of 

certain financial limitations can give the electric system access to more sources of funding. One limiting factor for 

renewable energy is how tax deductions are carried out. Tax breaks that are put in place to support clean energy 

are not always useful for small renewable energy companies because they often have no profit to be taxed. This 

means they must take their tax deductions to the market where other companies can buy them. This brings a lot of 

frictions and additional costs. These clean energy support policies need to be implemented in a way that is useful 

for the types of companies targeted. One way of doing this would be to have a direct subsidy. This would work 

towards the goal of clean energy in a more efficient manner with fewer dollars tied up in secondary tax markets.  

Distributed generation will be able to access a whole new source of financing. Distributed systems will 

invariably be funded by the small users, or companies backing the users, who implement the systems. This is a 

huge boon to utilities who can now receive a source of generation at no capital cost to them. The ability for small 

scale users to fund these systems will create an aggregate investment larger than would otherwise be possible 

with the risks more spread out. Distributed generation will fundamentally change the electric system investing 

landscape. 

 The U.S. financial markets can be considered a very cheap, efficient, and money rich mechanism for 

funding. Better expanding access for electric grid projects to this resource can spur more investment. The financial 

markets bring with it certain benefits such as additional expertise and oversight. Currently, there are certain 

barriers to markets for clean power due to fund restrictions, regulation rules, and unproven technology. The first 

step in overcoming these is expanding financial ratings for clean energy grid investments. Ratings prove an 

investment’s worthiness and are necessary in order for certain funds to invest in something. Getting a rating will 

permit these investments to be securitized. This standardization will allow for inclusion in new financial products 

such as bonds, REITs, and funds. Once incorporated into these products, they will gain access to many more 

channels of funding, thus reducing the costs of funding. 
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Financial design is key as it can be a major force in overcoming other barriers. Properly structured 

financing can make it impossible for projects not to happen. An example of this is no money down micro-grids 

(Wood, 2016). Assuming the upfront cost is a large barrier preventing otherwise economically beneficial projects, 

lowering this barrier will allow it to happen. Reducing the consumer’s effort will make it harder for the consumer 

to say “no” to the opportunity. Money is a huge driving force that needs to be unleashed in the drive to the 51
st

 

State. 

RATES AND REGULATION 
 Regulators are the protectors of the public interest, and they have a significant say over the electric grid’s 

set-up. Their main tool is the rates they set through Public Utility Commissions. The first step underlying all the 

others is gaining cultural support. Cultural support is listed under regulation because regulators are beholden to 

the people, and are the gatekeepers between utilities and society. A critical level of public support is needed for 

regulators to take action. This sufficient support signpost will need to be met for a variety of issues to move 

forward. Regulators will be forced to act to create more stable policy. This stability is a very simple way to speed 

the manifestation of changes. The more difficult step will be to better align rates and policy to new goals of clean 

energy. The rate structure set by regulators needs to adapt to new technologies and new public goals. Regulators 

beholden to the people have a big responsibility to create a regulatory and rate structure that is set-up to 

successfully accomplish the goals set forth. 

CULTURAL SUPPORT 

Gaining support for grid improvement and the new goal of clean energy is necessary before any other 

changes can occur. It is the most critical signpost on the way to a future state. Luckily, different changes require 

different levels of support. Small change can begin to happen at small levels of support. Accomplishing more 

widespread alterations requires critical levels of support to be reached. This starts with the recognition of a need 

to change which happens through discussions such as the COP21 Climate talks. It is speeded by artistic propaganda 

supporting clean power such as the Department of Energy Loans Program release of clean energy posters 

(Energy.gov). By the end, it will be considered the norm to support clean energy. It carries with it a positive sense 

of goal, accomplishment, and pride. The end goal as being one that we can envision is something that Alex Steffen 

admonishes as being so important (Peters, 2016). This is a future state envisioned by programs such as SEPA’s 51
st

 

State initiative. Electricity is out of mind for most people. This is fine for personal energy use where new consumer 

programs need to be made as simple as possible for the consumer. Larger issues at hand need to be brought to the 

consciousness and understood by the public. More information including how electric bills are presented can help 

with this understanding. Not only will this understanding ensure the adoption necessary for success, but the 

support will spur regulators, financiers, and other decision makers to take action in driving this change. Society-

wide decisiveness will be the ultimate driving force for electric grid change. 

STABILIZE POLICY 

The second regulatory change that needs to happen is creating stable policy. The effect of this is to 

increase investment and asset deployment by reducing risk. The most basic form of this is not allowing retroactive 

application of laws on previous projects. This will provide certainty to projects, particularly Distributed Generation 

projects, that their income and business plan won’t become void. This is currently being done in Hawaii with the 

rules changing around net metering. Despite Hawaii no longer allowing net metering, the program will not change 

for existing systems (Pyper, 2015). Similar to this, rules need minimums on how long they must be kept in place. 

Once again, this increases transparency to investors. It is more important for investors to know that a policy will 
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stay in place than whether the policy is favorable or not. The last enhancement is to better regulate 3
rd

 party 

companies that result from disaggregated services. By increasing regulation on 3
rd

 party companies, you are taking 

pressure off the centralized utility and distributing the rules across these smaller companies. This will spread and 

decrease risk. It will increase the ease by which utilities will be able to comply with laws. One example is governing 

the continuity of service on a power generator. The utility will then be better able to rely on all the small 

generators adding up to improved continuity of service for the whole grid. More certainty and reduced risk is a 

paper change that can go a long way in providing tangible benefits to the grid. 

ALIGN RATES TO CLEAN ENERGY GOALS 

The final key is aligning the rate structure to clean energy goals. This means restructuring rate design to 

allow for the incorporation of new generation capabilities while still letting the utility make money. Yet, it extends 

beyond that to regulation that actively promotes clean energy goals. The first step is a version of performance 

based rates that goes beyond the current punishment system for poor power quality. It requires a more complex 

utility compensation that rewards for clean energy, customer experience, and grid resiliency (Aggarwal & Burgess, 

2014, p. 3). This is a not so difficult modification to make for Public Utility Commissions that can precede a more 

comprehensive change in revamping retail rates. 

While energy efficiency will never be the absolute answer, it is a potent tool for reducing energy use. A 

large barrier revolves around the upfront capital outlay required and how that actor will reap the benefits. It is not 

always obvious where the rewards exist and where they should accrue. Although difficult, it is possible to align the 

investments to the paybacks through careful planning. Another barrier is that of a psychological stop to rational 

decision-making which would otherwise dictate the implementation of energy efficient devices. This is due to a risk 

from an expected benefit that accrues over a long period of time. By better demonstrating the benefits, 

responsibility for these programs can be taken out of the hands of irrational consumers and put into the hands of 

utilities and private companies who are more easily able to see the profits. Doing this requires ensuring that those 

parties are able to partly profit from the benefits that energy efficiency programs provide. 

A tougher change to make will be incorporating a carbon tax. This idea is regarded by most economists as 

being a straightforward free-market solution to reducing greenhouse gases. Assuming we are committed to the 

goal of reducing emissions, it would be best to let the market figure out how to arrive at the solution. The similar 

initiative of cap and trade has shown to be very effective in eradicating acid rain producing S02 emissions (Conniff, 

2009). These types of initiatives face significant cultural barriers. Garnering support for such a system will require 

connecting the dots of the externalized economical and societal macro-effects of pollution back to the entities 

creating the pollution. It also needs to be shown that it is economically cheaper to have a carbon tax than to deal 

with the long-term costs associated with increased pollution. Implementing a carbon tax will be a difficult change 

that requires political support at the national level. 

 

IT 
 Information Technology is what makes all these transformations possible. It allows for the grid to be 

designed in way which was previously unattainable. The first IT step is to secure the grid. Security in the grid can 

then give rise to increased sharing. Open information is necessary in a system that is distributed and requires 

system-wide coordination. Once these standards are put in place, devices can be rolled out that provide the 
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capabilities for this sharing network. The new information technology sharing paradigm will bring with it immense 

benefits that will allow for a new grid design. 

INCREASED SECURITY 

The most immediate and contingent need in IT is to secure the grid. Increased security will protect against 

attacks, accidents, and misuse. Attacks can either be retrieving information for malicious use or can be damaging 

assets to disrupt services. Accidents occur when deficiencies and flaws exist that can disrupt services. Misuse of 

technology allows for the system to be used inappropriately. Increasing security is particularly tricky when, at the 

same time, you are trying to make data more open. A well thought out web of safe-guards is needed to accomplish 

this compromise. Implementing universal mandates on security protocols will ensure that blanket security 

coverage is being implanted by all. These mandates will force all entities to adhere to strict security rules. One 

implementation of this is the North American Reliability Corporation (NERC) Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) 

security and reliability standards for bulk power systems (NERC, 2007). NERC is a good organization for enacting 

these standards since it received designation as the Electric Reliability Organization from the government with the 

Energy Policy Act of 2005. Standards such as CIP need to be expanded with evolving technology such as the 

increased use of distributed generation and smart meters. It is important to have mandates that adapt to evolving 

Information Technology. 

INCREASED DATA SHARING 

Increased data sharing will allow the ever growing number of disparate grid operators to communicate 

and attain the information they need for carrying out their part in the operation of the grid. Clear and easy 

communication is a necessary prerequisite for decoupling services. Regulatory protocols will need to be 

implemented to ensure the companies operating on the grid have the necessary information to ensure optimal 

performance. This means giving regulators more power to implement standards as was done with The Security Act 

of 2007 which gave FERC responsibility for adopting NIST recommended standards (MIT, 2011, p. 206). The goal of 

these types of standards is to allow for adaptable networks that can accommodate a variety of technologies. This 

vision is laid out in National Energy Technology Laboratory’s Report, “A System’s View of the Modern Grid,” which 

prescribes plug-and-play capability (NETL, 2007, p. 12). This flexibility will promote future growth. Bringing this 

change about will require a shift in the human capital structure of the grid to include more expertise in IT and 

regulation (Fox-Penner, 2010, p. 180). The electric utility will shift from being physical asset heavy to being 

information technology asset heavy. This change is a signpost of whether decision makers will decide to commit to 

open information sharing or maintain closed, proprietary information. Open sharing has the potential to create a 

connected network where everyone is able to make use of all the data.  

 

CAPABILITIES 

The last piece is what the rollout of the capabilities will look like. The best place to start is with easy 

implementations which will prove the effectiveness for future rollouts. Smart meters will become more widely 

implemented, and have their features expanded. Currently, most smart meters do little more than replace a meter 

reader taking hourly time-of-use readings. Smart meter capabilities will advance to being able to control appliance 

energy use. This will lead to incorporating price data and predictive analytics to make these decisions. Distributed 

energy generation will be incorporated into this system’s controls to provide the consumer an optimized energy 

management system. This will allow energy technology companies such as Growing Energy Labs Inc. (GELI) to 
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provide innovate ways to manage this system using analytics, prediction models, and machine learning. The same 

intelligence concepts can be applied to both residential and grid level resources. At a macro-scale, there will be a 

tremendous amount of data to deal with. Regular operation of the grid will need to continue its drive towards 

automation with increasingly capable Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. Incorporating 

distributed generation will require controllers to be able to receive house-level demand data. The physical 

infrastructure of smart meters and automation networks will be easy to upgrade with software updates once they 

are put into place. All of this information will need to be stored somewhere, so increased data storage and 

management will become an important function of utilities or the firm they contract it out to. Already, there are 

hundreds of companies with the capability in this blooming field. The key will be tightly integrating all the 

components of the grid to enable new capabilities that were not possible before. 

 

CONCLUSION 
By laying out the steps for a re-envisioned future state, we can better understand the difficulties, 

decisions, and actions that must be faced. Such a complex issue can only be understood by breaking it down into 

the six areas of Utility Business Design, Retail Markets, Wholesale Markets, Asset Deployment, Rates & Regulation, 

and Information Technology. After, the intricately connected pieces can be laid out according to order, ease, and 

dependency. Out of this framework emerge the key takeaways that what needs to happen are shifts in thinking, 

complicated economic evaluations, and difficult decisions. 

Shifts in thinking are required for any paradigm change. This means a change in our understanding of how 

electricity is priced and delivered. It includes a better understanding of certain concepts such as how variability can 

be as important or more important than outright production. It applies to viewing the sharing of information as 

being mutually beneficial. It even pertains to the fundamental assumption of the utility being a monopoly business. 

All of these small rethinks sum to a societal shift in thinking which is necessary for gaining the support for these 

changes. 

 Complicated economic evaluations will answer many questions in determining which direction to take. 

Straightforward cost vs. benefit analysis can determine how much distributed generation to implement. It can 

determine whether it is worth it to build a new power transmission line. It will determine what price to put on 

carbon emissions in allocating external pollution costs. Economic evaluation is a straightforward, albeit 

complicated, way to determine how to best distribute scarce resources for the purpose providing energy. 

 Difficult decisions will inevitable be faced along the way. I’ve detonated these as signposts which will need 

to be discussed and understood as best as possible. These questions include: Who is responsible for stranded 

assets? Who should be responsible for investing when it is unclear to whom the rewards will accrue? How much 

financial assets should we invest into clean energy? Would it be better to have a centralized or disaggregated 

utility structure? All of these questions will need to be answered over time. 

The two factors of clean power goals and advanced technology provide an impetus for an improved 

electric grid system. Outlining and breaking down the steps to this envisioned system allows us to better 

understand the pathway, and the shift in thinking, complicated economic evaluations, and difficult decisions that 

will need to take place. These discussions ensure that the future of the electric grid is bright. 
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